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2. Simple orgsnisms – viruses and bacteria
In this chapter, you will find out about:
Charakteristic of viruses,
the structure of viruses, the multiplication of viruses, viruses and their
interactions with the human body, the vectors of viruses and the diseases
caused by viruses;
Characteristics of bacteria, structure of bacteria, multiplication of bacteria,
bacteria types and their interactions with living organisms;
Used and recommended literature.
2.1 Viruses
- they are non-cellular microorganisms, they are genetic elements that multiply at high speed
only inside a living cell (intracellular and extracellular form), ie they cannot live without a host
(ENDOPARASIS), they can mutate, damage the host cell by their reproduction and usually kill
- attack plant, animal or bacterial cells
- the extracellular form of the viral particle is called a virion
- consist of nucleic acids (RNA or DNA, never both), do not contain cytoplasm or organelles →
surrounded by a protective protein envelope - capsid
- additional DNA or RNA molecules are also stored in the capsids of some larger viruses =
virusoids = satellites
- very small (20-300nm)
- small genome (5‐670 kbp - kilobase pair, bp = complementary pairs)
- contains genetic information for creating a protein envelope, ensuring replication of one's
own chromosome, transfer of virions to and from the host cell
- VIROLOGY - a scientific field studying viruses

Figure 1: The founder of modern virology Dmitry Ivanovskij [7]

WHAT IS A VIRUS?

WHAT IS COVID 19?

More about Covid 19
in the article on Web sites
www.nationalgeographic.com.

2.1.1 Virus construction
Symmetry - icosahedral = icosahedral (eg influenza virus)
- helical = helical (cylindrical shape - virus invading plants eg mosaic tobacco disease)
Shape - spherical (spherical, icosahedral symmetry)
- polyhedral shape (icosahedral s.)
- rod (helical p.)
- cylindrical shape (helical p.)
- combined = complex shape eg bacteriophage = virus that attacks bacteria)

Figure 2: Vector illustration showing that there are many different shapes and sizes
of viruses [8]

Capsid
- protein coating
- composed of capsomeres (identical protein subunits)
Nucleocapsid = capsid + nucleic acids
- according to the presence of the membrane envelope of viruses, we divide them into coated
and uncoated
- enveloped virus (another lipid membrane obtained from the cytoplasmic membrane
of an infected cell - phospholipid bilayer with integral glycoprotein macromolecules)

Figure 3: Three different types of viruses: in the left part a virus-infecting bacterium
or bacteriophage, in the upper right a cross-section of an uncoated virus with icosahedral
symmetry, in the lower right a cross-section of an HIV retrovirus in which the virus particle is
still coated with a membrane with surface glycoproteins. The genomic nucleic acid is always
shown in blue [9]
2. 1.2 Reproduction of viruses
- virus reproduction = replication
- viruses enter the body in a certain place (mucous membranes, digestive system, etc.) and
damage it = virosis

The reproductive cycle of viruses generally takes place in seven stages (see Figures 5 and 6):
1. Binding of a virion (extracellular form of a virus) to the surface of a host cell.

2. Penetration into the host cell.
3. Release of nucleic acid from the capsid.
4. Viral nucleic acid replication.
5. Synthesis of viral proteins.
6. Maturation of virions.
7. Release of virions from the host cell.

Figure 4: Course of bacteriophage attachment to the cell wall of a bacterial cell [10]

2.1.3 Viruses and their interactions with the human body

Figure 5: Life cycle of influenza virus [11]

Figure 6: HIV reproductive cycle [12]

Virus hosts
- viruses can infect algal, fungal, protozoan, most bacteria, plant and animal cells
- a given virus can generally infect only one or several species, often only a few strains of one
species
- the range of hosts is limited by the fact that animal and bacterial viruses (non-plant) must
adsorb to specific receptor sites on the surface of the host cell
- phages are usually adsorbed on the cell wall, some on fimbriae or flagella
- animal viruses bind to the cytoplasmic membrane
2.1.4 Carriers of viruses and diseases caused by viruses
Animal viruses
- the whole virion usually enters the cell
- some enveloped viruses are stripped of the envelope and capsid on the cytoplasmic
membrane
- the eukaryotic cell contains a nucleus in which most viruses must replicate
Viruses and tumors
- most animal DNA viruses and some RNA viruses (retroviruses) can transform normal cells
in tissue culture into cancer cells (transformed) - transforming viruses - transformed cells
from tissue culture can form tumors in animals = oncoviruses
Plant viruses
- a significant number of serious plant diseases are caused by viruses
- yellowing of leaves, rings and lines on the leaves, undeveloped plants, sometimes abnormal
growth
- the plant usually does not recover from a viral infection
- growing plants intentionally infected with viruses (brightly colored tulips)
- especially RNA viruses, several DNA viruses
Viruses in insects
- some viruses multiply in both plants and insects

- some viruses are highly pathogenic to insects (baculoviruses) and are used as biological
control of insects
Defective viruses - viruses parasitizing on another virus - helper virus - some parasitize
on an intact virus of a related type - satellite viruses use unrelated viruses that infect the same
host cells - helper viruses provide proteins that are no longer encoded by defective viruses
Viroids
- hairpin-arranged small circular single-stranded RNA molecules with a molecular weight
of about 100000 (1/10 the size of the smallest viral RNA)
- secondary structure - do not contain protein envelope, RNA does not contain sequences
encoding proteins
- replication completely dependent on the host - they cause a number of plant diseases,
infecting especially cultivated plants
- entry through injury, spread of plasmodesmata, by seeds and pollen
Prions
= proteinaceous infectious particles that do not contain nucleic acid
- Abnormal spatial arrangement of their amino acid chain is responsible for their infectivity
- Prion diseases arise in three different ways - in connection with infection, with heredity
or without connection with heredity or infection (sporadically).
- cause fatal neurodegenerative diseases:
- svrbivka (sheep)
- Kuru
- mad cow disease
- Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease
- mechanism of infection - host cells contain PrPc protein (prion proteincellular), which is
almost identical to prion protein and is present in neurons
- prion protein PRPsc (prion proteinscrapie) is a structurally modified form of PrPc and can
modify it to PrPsc
- high content of struktur-structures
- alternative folding

- partial resistance to proteases
- PrPsc accumulates in cells and symptoms appear
MEDICAL ANIMATION: HIV AND AIDS

You can verify your knowledge of viruses using
the Virus structure and reproductive cycle
questions:

2.2 Bacteria
- are unicellular ubiquitous organisms of the prokaryotic type with a size
of 1-10 µm (eg spirochetes are larger - up to 250 µm)
- are autotrophic and heterotrophic
- are involved in the nitrogen, sulfur and carbon cycle
- the study of bacteria is dealt with in the field of BACTERIOLOGY

Figure 7: Robert Koch has significantly developed the field of bacteriology [13]
2.2.1 Bacterial structure
- most are characterized by the presence of a cell wall (except for mycoplasmas)

- do not contain mitochondria (they are present in a smaller number in the plant cell and in a
larger number in the animal cell) or plastids (they are typical for the plant cell, they are not
present in the animal cell)
- the prokaryotic nucleus is not bounded by a membrane from the cytoplasm → the nucleoid
consists of one molecule of circular DNA

Figure 8: Comparison of the structure of plant, animal and bacterial cells of the bacillus
type [14]

Figure 9: Distribution of bacteria according to the shape of bacterial cells and their
classification into systematic groups [15]
- detailed information, interesting facts (including the development of antibiotic resistance)
and photo documentation of bacteria can be found on the website www.britannica.com

2.2.2 Reproduction of bacteria
- asexual - by binary division or budding

Figure 10: Binary division of bacteria [16]

Figure 11: Bacterial conjugation [17]
- sexual - does not occur in bacteria, sometimes it is confused with conjugation (joining), which
is not literally sexual reproduction, because two germ cells do not merge

2.2.3 Types of bacteria
Symbiotic bacteria
- some bacteria have the ability to fix atmospheric nitrogen:
FIXATION OF AIR NITROGEN:

NITROGEN CYCLE:

- bacteria beneficial to the human body form the so-called MICROBIOM - eg the intestinal
microflora includes more than about 400 species of bacteria weighing 1.5 kg, which form
a barrier against other harmful bacteria in the intestines, good bacteria work in conjunction
with the immune system of the intestine (eg Escherichia coli in the large intestine is involved
in the production of vitamin K), which accounts for up to half of our entire immune system
- restoration of intestinal microflora is possible through nutrition - addition of various types
of bacteria such as Lactobacillus plantarum to various foods
- we exchange thousands of bacteria with a single kiss, there are 10 billion of them in the oral
cavity, a trillion on the skin - these bacteria do not harm their host as a food source, because
mechanisms of mutual tolerance have developed over the centuries
How Bacteria Rule Over Your Body – The Microbiome?

Pathogenic bacteria
- pathogenic bacteria are those that are able to enter the human, animal or plant organism
and cause disease in it

Figure 12: "Good" bacteria and "bad" bacteria in the gut [18]

Figure 13: The ten most dangerous antibiotic-resistant bacteria - on this website you can
read in detail about which diseases the given type of bacteria causes [19]

Examples of pathogenic bacteria:
- Streptococcus pneumoniae, the cause of pneumonia
- Clostridium tetani, the causative agent of tetanus, regular vaccination in ten-year cycles
- Corynebacterium diphtheriae, the causative agent of diphtheria, there were major epidemics
in the Czech Republic and around the world - in 1946, mandatory vaccination was introduced
and the disease almost disappeared
- Mycobacterium tuberculosis, the causative agent of tuberculosis, is protected against it
by vaccination
Source of infection
- an organism (usually a human or animal) in which bacteria survive and multiply
Spread of the disease
direct transmission - direct contact between the source and the host (kiss, sexual intercourse,
animal bite, etc.)
- indirect transmission - by air (droplets), contaminated objects with faeces, urine, blood
or saliva
- incubation period - the time required for the multiplication of bacteria after entering
the body and for inducing the first symptoms of the disease
- bacillus carrier - a person who, after suffering from a disease, temporarily or permanently
excludes the causative agent of the relevant infectious bacterial disease without himself
showing symptoms of this disease
- epidemics - mass spread of a contagious disease
- pandemic - the spread of a contagious disease on a large scale - throughout the continent
or continents
- endemia - a disease that occurs only in a certain area
Bacterial diseases
- can be treated with antibiotics
- a prominent figure in this area was Alexandr Fleming, the discoverer of penicillin (Penicillium)
Bacterial decomposers
- decomposition of dead bodies of plants and animals (decay and rot) is ensured mainly by soil
bacteria, which support rapid mineralization and thus rapid release of nutrients
- are of great importance in the nutrient cycle on the planet Earth
Significant use of bacteria for humans
- We use some bacteria to make various products

- lactic acid bacteria (lactobacilli) are used for the production of: sour milk, yoghurts, cottage
cheese, cheese
- acetic acid bacteria are used to produce vinegar
- Various medicines and vitamins are made with the help of other bacteria
- Bacteria are also used in the production of sauerkraut
- their further practical use is in wastewater treatment plants, in the elimination
of the consequences of oil accidents
Interesting: ATTENTION!
- botulinum toxin (from the Latin botulus = sausage), resp. botulinum or sausage poison is
a toxic mixture produced by the bacteria Clostridium botulinum.
- botulinum toxin usually enters the body from food that contains the bacterium Clostridium
botulinum
- these are poorly heat-treated canned food and sausages, pickled vegetables, mushrooms
in oil, etc., which have not passed the temperature of 121 ° C, at which the bacteria are
destroyed

You can find ideas for simple practical exercises in microbiology here:
School experiments in microbiology:
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